nvasion· of South ac·fec
Scheduled for Ho idays
Now in its second year, the Ham·
ilton High School Theatre Arts
Workshop is this semester combining the talents of several departments to produce the musical hit
"South Pacific." The "total theatre" approach is the enterprise of
Don Bondi and Dr. William Teaford, members of the faculty.
Bondi, a well-known Southern California student of the dance and
performer, and Teaford, a successful area composer and pianist, have
combined their directing talents to
provide
entertainment of
unusual calibre for high school performers.
Past Success
Previous sell-out productions in·
eluded "Pajama Game," "She
Loves Me," and last year's comedy
hit, "Guys and Dolls."
Choreography and dramatic in·
struction are contributed by Bondi,
while Teaford provides all musical
direction and coaching.
This year's production of "South
Pacific" will serve as the Theatre
Arts Workshop's salute to the holiday season with performances sla·
ted for the evenings of December 9.
10, and 11. A spe.ial faculty theatre
party will attend the dress rehearsal
of December 8.
Over sixty students participa,te
in the production, ranging from actors, singers, dapcers, to artists.
Hamilton's unique approach to theat-
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re abandons the traditional drama
and choir classes to provide instruction in a vehicle designed for community viewing.
Debbie Shapiro and Michael Booker
to Star
Among members in the cast, playing roles immortalized by Mary
Martin and E.Zio Pinza on Broadway, are Debbie Shapiro as Navy
Nurse Nellie Forbrush and Michael
Booker as the French plantation
owner Emile.
Other majQr performers include
Michael Blake, as Lt. Cable; Jerry Colker, as the Professor; Edwina
Crosby, as Bloody Mary; Brian
Greer, as Billis; arid Angus Tyler,
as Stewpot.

News in Brief.. ~
New Lettergirls
Miss Linda Schumacher, Lettergirl sponsor, has announced that
twelve candidates are eligible to
join Lettergirls, adding to the present ten members.
The candidates have met the requirements of e~ their fifth and
sixth credits. A credit is earned by
participation in a GAA sport or activity. After completing these credits,
the candidates must take three written tests in three sports, and demonstrate their skill in these sports
by passing skill tests.
Lettergirls involve themselves in
many school services and organize
extra-curricular sporting events,
such as skating and volleyball.
The present members of the Lettergirls are: Rhonda Byer, Jackie
Gilgert, Myeva Henry, Sharon Johnston, Ann Majhzrak, JoAnne Nagano, Dale Oishi, Sandy Ruberstein,
Irene Shibata, and Nobuyo Watanabe.

*

Class Sponsor Changes
Next semester, the Kaheelawanies will be sponsored by a record
five class sponsors. This sudden
change is due to the fact that present sponsor, Mrs. Mary McCullough, is expecting a child in early
March, and will not teach at Hamilton next semester.
The newly-named sponsors who
will join Mr. Greg Jackson at the

lrelm of the class are Mrs. Brenda
Abramson, Mr. Sumner Blank, Mrs.
Ann Bose, and Mr. Melvin Lewis,

•

•

Senior Couples
Debbie Gordon and Bruce Goren
have been promoting a senior class
activity which takes place every
week during the se'nior year, although it involves only two seniors
weekly.
Past senior couples chosen include:
Jamie Grant and Warren Jordan;
Beverly Turkel and Mark Magged;
and Carol Pachman and Peter Waxler.

Other members of the cast in
dramatic and singing roles include
Jamie Grant, Suzanne Olson, Lisa
Schneider, and Olga Sneed. On stage
as the Navy Nurses and Seamen
and in other roles :for most of the
performance are Michael Anderson,
Shalanda Bayton, Janet Beckerman,
Eric Bergerson, Allen Brass, Leila
Carlin, Kevin Colbert, George DalY,
Debbie Deckert, Scott Evens, David
Fratkin, Shideh Hakim, Stephanie
Hall, Maria llagan, Lisa Jaffe,
Gregory Johnson, Ken Katz, Roland
McGee, Steve Memel, Maribelle
Miguel, Pamala Paul, Tracey Rob-

inson, Barbara Rosenthal, Jim Saito,
Heidi Serbin, Cathye Stanford, Gail
Stills, Tommy Stills, and Danny
Williams.
Native dancers are Nancy Aster,
Sara Barjam, Leora Britvan, and
Denise Leitner.
Technical assistants, responsible
for creating the sets and lightning,
include Robert Bendheim, Reginald
Bowe, Lori Edelman, and Sharon
Kurland.
Barry Squire at the drums provides the backround music for much
of the production.

Yanks Combat
Ecology Spoilers
Hamilton High School's Man and
His Environment class, instructed
by Leigh Simon, has just completed
a survey of community attitudes towards ecology.
Members of the class took five
questionnaires each out into the community to make the survey.
Among the results tabulated by
the young researchers are the following: Most people are aware of
the seriousness of the ecological crisis; most believe the term "crisis"
is appropriate; most people could
not decide if they were optimistic
about the future of the nation's eco-

30-50 Seek Homemaker Honor
Hamilton High School recently
decided to enter the 1971-1972 Bet·
ty Crocker Search for the American Homemaker of Tomorrow.
This program now in its eighteenth year, is designed to offer senior class girls the opportunity to
earn a college scholarship of fivethousand dollars awarded by General Mills. For the first time in its
existence, it also is providing a
thousand dollar special scholarship
for the study of nutrition. Thirty to
fifty girls are participating from
Hamilton.
To earn this scholarship the participants are administered a knowl-
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edge and attitude test, which will
be given to the girls in schoois across the nation on December 7. The
test measures general information
and understanding in such areas
as family relationships, money
management, home furnishing,
child care, recreation and use of
leisure time, and involvement in
community life. Most teachers in
these fields agree that this examintion is a valuable teaching aid,
according to Mrs. Hilda Swartz,
homemaking department chairman.
In addition to individual awards,
the schools of the recipients can
receive prizes also.

logy in the light of present efforts
to eliminate the destruction of the
environment; many believe there
was a great need for environmental
management; some felt that the constantly expressed concern for the
ecology was annoying.
According to Simon, the majority
of persons interviewed would be interested in participating in a recycling venture if it were possible to
have collection stops convenient to
their home.
In all, there were 32 questions
asked, ranging from the need for
population c o n t r o 1 to whether
schools should offer courses in environmental conservation.
The work of alerting the public to
the importance of ecology has been
joined by individual- members of
the Hamilton student body, some of
whom are organizing a re-cycling
center at the school for the convenience of the community. One student, Elliot Waldman, has found his
own way of showing concern.
Elliot ha$ created a book, all
from re-cycled paper, which expresses through pictures and cartoons
his feelings about the need for
changed attitudes towards the environment
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Where's Hami's Needed: Hall Etiquette
Mod Schedule?
Last year's modified schedule,
the attendance system which provided for alternating daily ninety
minute classes, has been abolished.
The "new schedule," for the majority of us, has been nothing more
than a return to the regular, pre1970 schedule of five, dail,y convening, one hour classes.
For those of us who were satisfied with modified schedule, for
whom it not only eliminated much
of the pressure from school, but
also provided additional and much
needed time for study, preparation,
and recreation, this change is unfortunate. We regret its passing
as we would the discontinuance of
any otfier constructive change
which has made the Hamilton atmosphere less rigid and more conducive to learning.
Granted, there were imperfections in modified schedule. Opponents argued that students were not
receiving the minimum number of
classroom minutes required by
state law. They said that the
changes implemented to make up
this diffeence, such as study center,
were mere acts of tokenism and
therefore ineffective. But it is our
contention that signifigant alterations could have been made in modified schedule, that additional
classroom time could have been
inserted into it, and .t he basic
framework, the idea of alternating
classes, continued. Certainly these
changes would have been in accordance with the desires of Hamilton
students and parents, who declared
overwhelmingly in a poll taken

MATH TUTORING
PROFESSIONAL Grades 1-12

*

*

*

*

•

•

Modern Math., Algebra,
Geometry, Trigonometry, Etc.
SAT, College Boards
Also Chemistry, Physics,
Reading, English

BARGES TUTORIAL
397-7335
Testing & Diagnosis

DRIVElR TRAINING

last semester, the results of which
were mailed to all families, that
modified schedule should be continued.
As a solution, we feel that modified schedule should be reinstated
next semester. The general format
of the new schedule should be the
same as the one presently in use
for those fortunate enough to have
d\lily alternating classes. In this
way, the legality of the schedule
could not be questioned, and its
effectiveness would remain unobstructed.
As the situation now stands, other schools have adopted our modified schedule, while we, as the innovators, have returned meekly to
the status quo. It is only proper,
therefore, that we reinstate modified schedule, that we bring back
one of the most beneficial and constructive changes to be implemented at Hamilton in recent years.
M.M.

Does It Have To Be?
Those fools back in 1971 thought
they would never see the day come,
but it has.
People are lining up along Robertson Boulevard, trying to block the
movement of the monster crane.
They are concerned too late.
The crane has broken through the
crowd; the police are trying to hold
back some of the more militant,
primarily the teenagers. The older
ones seem to forget that they were
the cause of -- no! The steel ball
has launched its first attack against
the defenseless building.
The tent classrooms are arriving
now - before the body is even cold.
Someone is surpl'ised and can't understand how the Board of Educa.lion could allow such a catastrophe.
Where was that someone when the
Board begged citizens not to count
on any miracles from Sacramento
and to take on the responsibility to
repair unsafe buildings on a local
level?
Some just walk away without any
understanding of what is happening,

~""
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sure in their childish belief that the
tents are only temporary, totally unaware that new buildings cost rnaney, more than to repair old ones.
How foolish! Where were these
when the chidren needed them to
go to the polls? We accept the
fact that maybe a few of the nonvoters had legitimate excuses that
kept them from voting, but we cannot accept the negative votes cast
by citizens content with their own
safe school buildings and uncaring
about those children who had only
the old ones that were unsafe.
Parents and students, the story
depicted does not have to take place
if all adults recognize their responsibilities now and make their feelings lmown to the Legislature and
to the Governor, who at this late
date in history, are the only salvation for the 166 school buildings
that must be torn down in 1975,
buildings that could have been
saved, buildings which can never
in the forseeable future be replaced
as cheaply as they can be repaired.

r··,;.;.;.;.;.~##HHH-Hci'.t1'''D
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The most noticeable thing at
Hamilton during a passing period
is the lack of etiquette in the halls.
That is, everyone pushes and
shoves without concern for anyone
but himself. It seems logical to us
that students on the high school
level should be able to conduct
themselves with more aplomb.
What has happened to good old
courtesy and the golden rule? We
feel that the halls should become
free of the jostling and aggression
that mark them today.
Self Control Needed
We must examine what can be
done to alleviate this problem.
First, and most obvious, would be
simply to ask each student to conduct himself in a manner befitting
a person his age. We, the students, should act with the same
type of courtesy that we use away
from school. When was the last
time you saw someone push another aside to make room for himself anywhere outside of school?
Most of us wouldn't even think of

PANTSWE:

TH!~.p'~'~'oo
PHONE 272-5053

this behavior except at Hami. Yet,
here it is common place, it is the
norm, why?
If we just respect others as we,
ourselves, wish to be respected, the
problem will work itself out. If we
can't, then other measures should
be taken. One of these measures
might be staggering passing periods. Another might be "traffic
lanes" in the halls. It is agreed
that these measures are on the
most childish levels, not fitting for
the most immature among us, but
these measures may be dt!emed
necessary if our present hall conduct is not changed.
We feel that this problem is one
that must be .coped with; the conduct in the halls is a reflection of
the educational process. If .the halls
are full of disorder, which they are,
then the educational process must
also be disorderly. This cannot be
tolerated. It is ridiculous to assume
that Hamilton students can't .
change this situation, but this
change must take place immediatly.
Simple Solution
With common cooperation we
can easily fill the halls with congeniality rather than ferocity. The
problem of hall etiquette is one of
those relatively small problems
that continually nag us; it is time
to do something about it. With just
a little effort on all our parts the
problems in the halls will become
things of the past.

Letters
Dear Editor:
It is a rule here at Hamilton (or
is it a City rule?) that all boys
have a "set" uniform which they
must wear during physical education. I think that boys should be
able to wear any type of gym outfit they want to wear to their
physical education classes. This
would mean that they could wear
any type of gym shorts and "T"
shirts they wanted to. (I am speaking from a boy's standpoint; I don't
lmow the girls' rule). I think this
rule inhibits creativity, and these
Uniforms should be made optional.
Why is it that we must have identical uniforms?
Roger ~nkston
11th grade student
Dear Roger,
According to our resident authority, Mr. Shimizu, there is no
city rule which requires gym uniforms. However, there is a school
rule to this effect. Ed. ................
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ADIDAS • LETTERMEN'S JACKETS
17047 Ventura Blvd.
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FURPIE DISMAYED

There is No Sandpaper
There Are No Towels
When we last left Harry Furpie,
he was on the floor of the boys'
locker room, having collapsed after
running two miles.
"Thirty seconds!" screams the
locker room speaker. "C'mon, get
out of here, you guys; you're gonna be late. C'mon, let's go! Hurry
up! ! !"
Harry struggles to his feet and

Elliot Chang

Superstar

One of the few
places in town
where you can
still have fun shopping, Off-the-Bolt's
the place where we
talk your language and
fit the mood you're in.
Every chick and guy can
et patterns and fabrics to
make their own get-ups ...
the kind that really get it up.
Everything you've heard
about us is true.
Always a 10% discount when you
show your student I.D. Everything
you'll ever need to make your own
clothes (plus macrame, embroidery,
and leather-craft, too).

BFF THE SEJbT
Westwood
2011 Westwood Boulevard • .Los Angeles, Calif.
{213) 278-5429 {2 blocks So. of Santa Monica 81.)
Granada Hills
Northwest Corner of Devonshire & Balboa
{213) 363-9561
{Next to Akron)
Open from 10 A.M. till 9 P.M. Monday through
Friday. Saturday 10-5. Sunday 12-5.
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Though unaware of it, Hami has
been a breeding ground for a superstar, Elliott Chang. Elliott, an
eleventh grader, is a devoted instrumentalist who could be found
performing on the outdoor stage almost every day during lunch.
What does he play? Would you
believe his right arm! No, I'm not
pulling your leg! Elliott has been
playing his arm for nearly three
years! Mr. Chang is very versatile
and can play almost any song from
rock to classical. What's the secret
to his success? 'According to Barry
Ickes, Elliott's 'agent,' his thin
wrist and the capability to position
his mouth enable him to change
.keys almost instantaneously. If
during a performance, Elliott's arm
goes out of whack, he can resort
to playing a banana or a cucumber.
Mr. Chang's talents shouldn't be
taken for granted. While J Ohl'll\V
Carson was in Burbank, Elliott auditioned tor the "Tonight Show."
Elliott will be performing in his
first major concert on the outdoor
stage sometime before Christmas
Vacation. If his conc-ert is a success, he will perform in future concerts, playing a variety of songs.
Who knows? He may end up
teaching a course in arm playing
at the Julliard School of Music in
New York!
S.K.

--
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dashes into the shower room. He
takes a thirty milli-second shower,
and after grabbing a towel, gallops
in the general direction of his locker.
"Twenty seconds," bellows the
speaker. "Fifteen . . Ten sec·
onds."
"Oh, God," moans Harry, "I
haven't even tb,e time to faint."
"Nine seconds, eight, seven . .''
"Aaaaaaaah!!! All right! Have it
your own way." In a moment of
unabashed determination, he heads
toward the exit of the locker room.
He makes it outside just as the bell
.rings.
Out in the soothing daylight, Harry senses something, like sandpa·
per - - only rougher, rubbing against
his side. Suddenly, in a moment of
complete and utter panic, he realizes that he forgot to get dressed
and that a strategically placed
"towel" is his only form of protection. And for the third time
that day, Harry collapses.
The next day, he spends all morning thinking about P. F., dreading
the twelve laps that the i.eacher
announced the class would ru'l. In
first period, his palms ami feet
sweat and hiS throat becomes abnormaly dry. Next period there is
an unusual tingling on the hack of
his necit matched only by the !:.hak·
ing and trembling of his legs. In
third period, hi<; nose is running and
ears ringing.
FinaUy .•• foul"th ptrlod. As he
walks out toward the gym, he feels
like a prisoner headin~ loward the
gallows for his exe ~·;,:m. "There's
no mo:e hope,'' groans Harry. "All
is lost."
As he :passes the gate, his mind
goes blank -- filled \Llth nothing
but terror. In this st<ttP.,he enters
the locker room. l-ike a walking
zombie, he heads toward his locker.
As he begins to ll:rcss for gym,
the speaker emitl'1. "Sorry, boys, I
have some bad new~ for you."
"Oh, no!," he c-".e s. "It's been
changed to sixt~en laps:·
"Due to the fact that there are
no towels . . . NO STRIP."
Ecstasy fills Harry. He begins to
run madly around the locker room,
working himself into a frenzy. He
walks out the exit in triumph, and
this time he feels no sandpaper;
there is no towel; Harry is nRked.
M. M. & M. W.

$J5 DRIVER EDUCATION
't DRIVER TRAINING

DRIVER ED: Private lessons to
shorten course - Permit preparation and D.M.V. trip.
DRIVER TRAINING: Fundamentals of vehicle control- City and
Freeway defensvie driving techniques-Canyon driving-Speed
& Emergencies. Private lessons.

Defensive Driving Schools
MEMBER NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

From the Valley

From L.A.

989-2040

653-9030

Home office: 8350 Wilshire Blvcl., Bev. Hills
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Varsity Cagers
Sparkle
Varsity Football
Wrap-up
It was a disappointing season for
the Hamilton Yankees in football.
The Yanks were a team with probably one of the best defenses in
the city. It was unfortunate that
with so much going for it, the team
couldn't get its offense going all
year. Except for University, a team
that allowed the most points in .the
Western League, the highest total
for the Yankees was 15 points.
Hami started out the season on
two good notes. Going against two
tough Southern League ,teams, L.A.
and Washington, Hami allowed a
total of only six points. The team
beat L.A. 13-6 and shut out Washington 14-0.
Hamilton's first loss came in the
third game of the season against
third-ranked Monroe. Hami scored
first on a safety, but two Monroe
touchdowns were enough to beat
Hami. The game could have been
tumed around by a yard interception return for a touchdown, but
the return was c;illed back because
· of a clipping call.
The Western League started off
with a bang, as the Yanks beat
Westchester for the first time ever,
15-14. The big play of the game
saw Willie Jurnagan picking up a
fumble and running it for 61 yards
for the T.D. Rod Martin gave Hami
the winning two points when, on a
bad hike to the punter, he scored
a safety.
The next game decided where
the Yanks would finish in the
West-ern League. The Venice Gondoliers, second in the league, beat
Hami on a play that should have

Apologies
Our apologies

to Julie Davis,
whom we mistakenley misnamed
in the last issue News-in-Brief pretaming to tenth grade officers. She
is the new tenth grade vice president.

never come about. It happened on
a third down and thirty call, when
Hamilton had the lead 19-18. Hamilton forgot to go into a prevent
defense, and Venice threw a pass
to its halfback who, in turn, threw
to the end for the winning touchdown. This one play turned the
season around for the Yanks.
The rest of the season was all
downhill. Hami went up against
tough Crenshaw and was beaten
in every part of the game,26-6. The
game was completely dominated by
the Cougars. An uninspired team
then faced a poor Palisades team.
It was a disappointing loss as the
Dolphins beat the Yanks, 21-15. The
only hope left in the season was
with the University Warriors.
Although Hamilton didn't really
look very impressive against Uni,
the Yanks scored a 32-19 win.

X-Country Finishes Season;
Poor Showing in W. L.
The 1971 cross-country season
closed for Hamilton at the League
Finals on Monday, No~mber 22,
at Pierce College, following the
Hamilton last regular meet with
Uni~rsity on Wednesday, November 17.
Hami's Heroes did their best against the gargantuan Uni squads.
The Yanks ran hard in the ideal
weather of the cool sunny haze of
winter, ideal weather for a race.
There was a general improvement
in times. Steve Bland and John
Fuchs both broke 11 minutes on
Varsity. Rick Grossman stunned
his team-mares on the JV squad
by beating all of them with a time
of 11:04 - an improvement of 57
seconds!

Harold's Auto Supply
Machine and Muffler Shop
9076 Washington Boulevard

The first five Yanks at the Pall
Meet were: Varsity: S~ Bland,
John Fuchs, Barry B.a sner, Paul
Sonnenfeld, and Greg Yamanaka;
JV: Rick Grossman, Scot Holtz,
Jeff West, Glenn Gazin, and Roland
McGee; loth grade: David Assayag, Lee Dixon, Tim Murphy, Steve
Eisler, and Robert Myrie.
The team failed to place among
the first three teams in any division at the League Finals. It was
a peculiar race. The hyper-tense
runners were prone to over-fast
starts; some runners were exhausted at the race's beginning, while
others were pushed on to .a better
performance. The extreme crowding, as each of the 60 competitors
pushed to get ahead of the others,
resulted in shoving, blocking, trampling, and broken paces at r:aces'
beginnings.

were Greg Kraus and Mitch Gordon.
In the fourth quarter, Hamilton
really sparked . as it scored 27
points, most points in a quarrer.
It easily breezed to a 78-53 win.
Hamilton shot 62 per cent from the
free throw line, while Belmont shot
only 56%.
Hamilton's defense also sparkled
against the Birmingham Braves in
the second game of the year. The
defense allowed 20 points in the
first half and 25 in the seconli
Hamilton scored more points in its
third quarter than Birmingham did
all first half. Scores in this game
were more well rounded as Hamilton
had three people in double figures.
Younge had 12, Martin had 11, and
Salas had 10, all in the fourth quarter. The Denitz twins, although not
scoring many points, played a spectacular game on de!fense (forcing
many turnovers by Binningham)
and had many assists. The final
score of the game was Hamilton 68,
Binningham 45.
·

Booster Club
Banquet Held
Tire Hamilton High School Booster Club held its third annual awards'
banquet
recently
at
the Fox and Hounds Restaurant.
An entertaining program under
the direction of Booster Club cochairman Dr. Richard Grossman
and Mr. Harry Gordon was provided for an estimated 250 in attendance.
Highlight of .the evening came
when Varsity Football Coaches,
Jack Epstein and Ron Price, along
with BEE coaches, Mel Klein and
Bill Saito, presented awards to
their respective team's outstanding
players.

Madrigal's Concert
This year the Madrigal Singers,
directed by Dr. William Teaford,
will initiate the holiday spirit with
a concert of "Holiday in Song." The
program is slated for December 15
in the foyer of the main building.
"Madrigals" is a term arising
from the style of writing which was
very popular during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Those
who sing with the same style were
named "Madrigals."
The group will be performing
Chanukah, Christmas and secular
songs. According to Dr. Teaford, the
concert will have an "interesting
repertoire."

ACADEMIC GUIDANCE SERVICES
820 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
is now accepting students for

Preparation for Scholastic Aptitude Tests
20 hours of intensive drill in both verbal end math areas
Classes forming lmmedietly

Open Sunday 'til 2

870-5533

The season has only begun for the
Hamilton Varsity cagers, but already they look as if they have been
together for a year. It isn't known
yet whether Belmont and Binningham are any good, but it is known
that the Yank team beat them by
25 and 23 points, respectively. Although in a tough league, Hamilton
has high hopes for finishing well
in City competitoin.
The first game of the year, against Belmont, showed the defensive strength of the team. Belmont was able to score only 20
points in the first half, and 33 in
the second, against the Yank second string. The game also showed
Hamilton's offensive ability. William Younge scored 20 points to
lead all scorers. Next were David
and Mank Denitz with ten and
eight points. Telpher Youman also
added to the score with eight
points.
Hamilton started the game with
its first string of Rod Martin, Telpher Youman, William Younge, and
the Denitz twins. But as the second half started, with Hamilton
leading 33-20, Coach Yutaka Shimizu decided it was time for the second string. Robert Shipley, Ronnie
Tyus, Manuel Salas, Keith Frierson,
and Andy Harris came in to give
the starters a well deserved rest.
Also substituting in the second half

839-2425

657-4390
lncfividual Instruction for Achievement Tests - Tutoring in all subjects

